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Introduction IL The 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances

Researchers have addressed the problem of esti- The 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances is na

mating U.S household wealth by number of differ- tional study of the financial characteristics of U.S

ent methods National macro-level estimates of households covering wide range of topics including

the components of U.S household wealth are avail- household income assets debtspensions and the use

able in the National Income and Product Accounts of financial institutions This new survey is the

prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis continuation of long series of consumer finance

Ruggles and Ruggles 1982 and from the Federal studies conducted by The University of Michigan

Reserves Flow of Funds program e.g Wilson et Survey Research Center SRC for the Federal Re

al 1989 Micro-level estimates of household serve Board although its special features make it

wealth have been developed through the use of estate comparable mainly to the 1983 Survey of Consumer

tax multiplier methods McCubbin 1987 as direct Finances Over timetherehavebeenmanyimportant

estimates from household surveys Projector and developments in the survey methodology for these

Weiss 1966 Curtin et al 1989 and by capitaliza- special studies of income and wealth Significant

lion of income reports from administrative files or tax among these general advances in survey methods has

record systems Steuerle 1983 Recently recogni-
been the opportunity to implement dual-frame sample

tion of the separate strengths and weaknesses of these designs which incorporate special supplemental

different methods has led to call for research into samples of households in the upper tail of the income

composite approaches which combine the strengths and wealth distribution

of the individual methodologies Scheuren and

McCubbin 1987 The first survey to include special supplement of

high income households was the 1962 Survey of

This paper presents an overview of the statistical Financial Characteristics of Consumers SFCCPro-

design of the 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances jector and Weiss 1966 Twenty years elapsed

SCF placing particular emphasis on the ap-
before sequel to the Projector and Weiss study was

proaches used to integrate administrative data sources fielded Like its precursor the 1983 Survey of

and income capitalization methods into the design Consumer Finances Heeringa and Curtin 1987 was

stage of this new survey of U.S household income based on design which combined national area

and wealth Including the introduction the discussion probability sample of households and supplement

is organized into five sections Section II describes of high income taxpayers selected from the 1980

the study objectives and dual frame sample plan for Statistics of IncomeTax Model database The design

the 1989 SCF brief descriptionof the conventional of the 1989 SCF sample described in this paper has

area probability sample component of the 1989 SCF benefitted significantly from lessons learned in the

dual frame design is given in Section III Section IV 1983 SCF experience

contains detailed description of data and procedures

used to develop the second and very special compo- The 1989 SCF study specifications call for the

nent of the dual frame design stratified random completionofapproximatelyn2000interviewswith

sample from the 1987 Statistics of Income SO sample households Study interviews are conducted

individual data base The paper concludes in Section in-person and on average last from 60 to 90 minutes

with summary depending on the complexity of the sample households
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financial portfolio and on their demographic and study of assets and wealth -- argues for sampling

employment characteristics The varied and multi- design in which the sample is allocated dispropor

purpose content of the 1989 SCF interview makes it tionately to strata of households with high amounts of

an extremely useful data set with applications to income and/or total net worth

broad range of important policy and research questions

The multi-purpose objectives of the 1989 SCF pose Given these two conflicting objectives it is clear

number of complicated and interesting sample design that the multi-purpose nature of the 1989 SCF presents

problems problem in the choice of an optimal sample stratifi

cation and sample allocation plan design plan

The larger 1989 SCF data collection program also which is optimal for household characteristic such as

includes an independent set of 1800 panel inter- total installment debt may be highly inefficient for

views and new cross-section interviews with house- studying asset characteristics such as the nature of

holds originally sampled for the 1983 Survey of households common stock holdings or equity in

Consumer Finances privately owned business The converse is also true

design that is strictly optimized for the study of wealth

Ill 1989 SCF Study Objectives may perform poorly for studies of more generally

distributed financial characteristics

One class of research objectives to be pursued in the

study focuses on household financial characteristics

which are distributed evenly among U.S households Ill 1989 SCF Dual-frame

Example analyses from this class of objectives include Sample Design
the investigation of such financial characteristics as

annual income liquid assets mortgage debt install- To accommodate these two competing sets of

ment debt the value of pensions and annuities This analysis objectives dual-frame sample design has

class of analysis objectives is favored by sampling beendeveloped forthe 1989 SCF The theory of dual

designin whichthe sample is allocated proportionately frame survey design and estimation is presented in

to strata of households with varying income and net Hartley 1974 Heeringa and Curtin 1987 discuss

worth the statistical properties of the general SCF dual-

frame design and the comparative strengths and

The second of the two general classes of analysis weaknesses of its component frames

objectives for the 1989 SCF centers on the analysis of

financial and non-financial assets which contribute to The dual-frame sample design for the 1989 SCF

the households wealth or total net worth Such
incorporates both conventional multi-stage area

wealth-defining assets as stocks bonds trusts real probability sampling of households and stratified

estate and business holdings tend to concentrate in random sampling of medium and high wealth house-

the upper tail of the household income and net worth holds from special list frame of U.S taxpayers

distributions This class of analysis objectives
-- the Table below outlines the general plan for the

Table 1.--1989 Survey of Consumer Finances Dual-frame Design

Overall Sample Stratification and Sample Allocation Plan

1983 SCF

General estimate Approxi- Total sample Area Taxpayer

net worth percent mately probability list SO
stratum of U.S net worth Cases Percent sample sample

households range cases cases

76% $0-99K 950 47.5% 875 75

22% 100-999K 600 30.0% 252 348

2% $1M 450 22.5% 23 427

Total 100% 2000 100.0% 1150 850
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overall stratification of the sample design and the wealth strata and then to select an allocation that

apportionment of the sample size to three general represented the best compromise between the corn-

strata and the two sample frames peting objectives Table summarizes the results

of the investigation of alternative 1989 SCF sample

The final two columns of Table illustrate the designs for measuring net worth and other financial

separate roles of the two sample frames in the dual- characteristics of U.S households

frame sample design Representation of households

in the lowest net worth stratum will be achieved Table describes the effect which optimal allo

primarily through the lower cost high coverage area cation for one survey variable has on the precision for

probability sample component Conversely the othervariables of interest in the survey The statistics

probability sample from the list frame of taxpayers in this table are ratios of standard errors and can be

will bear the burden of representation for the-stratum interpreted as mcasures-of reiative-precisionfor corn-

of high net worth $1 millionand over households peting sample allocation alternatives Reading

Both samples will share in the representation of down the columns of the table the denominator of

households in the middle range of new worth each ratio statistic is the standard error expected

under design that was optimally allocated for the

This general sample plan is the result of an exten- column variable The numerator of the ratio is the

sive program of research into design issues of optimal standard error that is expected for estimates of the

allocation weighting and the effects of stratum column variable for design that is optimal for the

misclassification The basic strategy in planning row variable For example design that is optimal

the sample design was to investigate the variance for estimating total net worth will result in standard

properties of estimates of net worth and major errors for adjusted gross income AGestimates that

components of net worth that would result from are 1.17 times
greater than expected for sample

various allocations of the sample to the different allocation which is optimal for estimates of AG

Table 2.-- 1989 SCF Design Relative Precision for SCF Analysis Variables

Under Optimum Allocations for Design Variable Alternatives

Relative Precision for Analysis Variables

Design Variable

for Optimal Liquid Net Business Housing Install-

Allocation AOl Assets Worth Stock Trusts Equity Equity ment Debt

AG 1.00 1.07 1.33 1.65 2.98 2.75 1.01 1.06

Liquid assets 1.08 1.00 1.22 1.49 2.65 1.45 1.08 1.26

Net worth 1.17 1.08 1.00 1.08 1.32 1.07 1.19 1.40

Stock 1.74 1.34 1.15 1.00 1.18 1.00 1.76 2.25

Trusts 1.84 1.51 1.26 1.11 1.00 1.13 1.87 2.33

Business equity 1.74 1.32 1.14 1.00 1.19 1.00 1.75 2.24

Housing equity 1.02 1.07 1.39 1.79 3.06 2.68 1.00 1.06

Installment debt 1.08 1.25 1.79 2.33 4.31 2.25 1.06 1.00

1989 SCF allocation 1.06 1.20 1.14 1.33 1.51 1.32 1.09 1.08

Statistics arc ratios of standard errors Numerator is standard error of column variable under design

that is optimal for the row variable

Denominator is standard error of the column variable under design that is optimal for the column

variable
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The compromise sample allocation actually Se- The allocation we have selected is clearly corn

lected for the SCF forms the basis for the final row of promise since it would have been possible to choose

Table The ratios in this row represent the relative an allocation with even lowervariances for net worth

precision of analysis variables under the 1989 SCF common stock and bond holdings business equity

design when compared to design that was optimal realestateinvestmentequityandtrustsbutonlyatthe

specifically for that variable These ratios are all expense of substantially larger variances for all the

greater than 1.0 suggesting that the 1989 SCF alloca- other components of net worth

non is not truly optimal for any members of the set of

analysis variables under consideration The loss in IV Dual-Frame Design The National

precision relative to the design optimum for the Area Probability Sample Component
individual variables ranges from minimumof 6%

for estimates of AG to high of 51% for estimates of The national area probability sample of U.S

holdings in trusts householdsforthe I989SCFwillbeselectedfromthe

Survey Research Centers SRC 1980 National

Table provides an historical comparison con- Sample design Heeringa et al 1986 Under this

trasting the precision of estimates expected under the multi-stage area probability sample design each

1989 SCF design to those obtained under the design household in the coterminous United States receives

for the 1983 Survey of Consumer Finances The an equal probability of being selected for interview

allocation selected for the 1989 SCF actually pro- By its equal probability nature the sample that is

duces variance of estimates of net worth that is only selected from this sample frame is distributed propor

slightly higher than observed in the 1983 SCF de- tionately to household strata of varying income and

spite the fact that the total sample size for the 1989 wealth levels

SCF is only half as large The chosen allocation also

produces estimated variances forcommon stock and
For the 1989SCFtheconventionalareaprobabil-

tradeable bond holdings business equity real estate
ity approach to the sampling of households has sev

investment equity and trust equity that are lowerthan
eral advantages The multi-stage area probability

the observed 1983 SCF variances for estimates of
frame provides both high level of coverage of

these assets Variances of estimates of liquid assets
households and permits cost-effective clustering of

income mortgage debt and installment debt are
survey households within primary stage sample lo

expected to be higher than in the 1983 SCF
cations Themajordisadvantage to the area probabil

____________________________________________ ity frame is that cost effective stratification of the

population based on either income or net worth is

Table 3.--Comparison of Standard Errors for
difficult to achieve At best Census data on average

the 1983 SCF With the 1989 SCF
household income enables the sampling statistician

Sample Allocation n2000
to assign small area sampling units -- tracts blocks

Ratios of Standard Errors SE enumeration districts -- to broadly defined income

strata However even within these small areas 1980

1989 SCF SE Census measures of household income are highly

Variable RE variable and at this stage in the decade could be

1983 SCF SE
completely obsolete

AG 1.36

Liquid assets 1.26 Dual-Frame Design Taxpayer
Net worth 0.98 List Frame
Stock 0.89

Trusts 0.60 The second sample component of the 1989 SCF

Business equity 0.91 dual-frame design is stratified random sample of

Housing equity 1.40 tax filing units selected from the 1987 Statistics of

Installment debt 1.53 Income50TaxModeldatabase TheStatisticsof

________________________________________ Income Tax Model data bases are stratified random
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samples of U.S Individual Form 1040 tax returns Stratification of the 1989 SCF Sample
which are selected and compiled annually for re- of 1987 So Individual Tax-Filers

search uses within the U.S Department of the Trea

sury Internal Revenue Service 1987 For the Under the general plan for the 1989 SCF dual

1989 SCF special contractual agreement has en- frame sample design see Table an expected total

abled the Department of Treasury to provide the of n850 completed interviews will be taken with

Survey Research Center with names and mailing respondent households selected from the 1987 so
addresses of stratified subsample of taxpayers Tax Model file

whose individual returns were selected for inclusion

in the 1987 50 Tax Model File The terms of this Working within the general stratification and

special agreement are written so as to guarantee sample allocation guidelines developed for the dual-

privacy rights of the individual taxpayers Only frame design as whole the sampling plan called for

names addresses and generalized stratum identifiers the SO frame sample to be stratified along one

for the sample tax payers have been provided to The
primary and two secondary dimensions The primary

Survey Research Center stratifler for the SOl-based sample is the index of net

worth for the sample element simple capitalization

The 1987 Statistics of Income model has been developed and used to produce

Sample Frame relative index of total net worth for each tax filing unit

included in the 1987 Statistics of Income Tax Model

The 1987 SO Tax Model data base contains base In turn the index of total net worth was used to

abstracted tax form data for stratified random assign each element in the sample frame to one of

sample of approximately 108000 1987 Form 1040 seven explicit net worth strata Within each explicit

tax returns selected from the over 100000000 net worth stratum eight secondary strata were formed

individual income tax filings for the 1987 tax year based on the business/non-business status and AGI

The stratification plan forthe original selection of the level of the frame elements stratified random

1987 SO Individual Tax Model data base is based on sample of taxpayer units was then selected from each

several criteria including the type of tax filer unit -- stratum

business non-business -- and the general amounts of

income that are reported The sampling of tax forms B.1 Stratification Based on Net Worth Index

for inclusion in the 1987 SOt Tax Model file is highly The Wealth Model

disproportionate by income stratum with consider

able oversampling of the higher income strata The data contained in the Statistics of Income

sample frame describe annual amounts of taxable

small definitional problem arises in the use of income flows to taxpaying units The primary cx-

the 1987 SO Individual Tax Model File as sample amples of such income flows include
frame for the 1989 SCF The 1989 SCF question

naire is built around the household as the reporting wages and salary income

unit but the elements of the SO data bases are interest earnings both taxable and not taxable

taxpayer units which may or may not constitute dividends

complete households Most of the high income business and farm income gross and net

households selected from the SO frame for the 1989 income from rental property gross and net

SCF interview are expected to constitute single income from trusts and partnerships and

filing unit Nevertheless in the course of the survey capital gains

interview respondents are asked if their household

contains multiple tax filing units If multiple tax- These income flows are reported for tax purposes

filers are present in the interviewed household an and represent returns on personal labor personal

appropriate correction is being made to the assets realestateinvestmentproperty and inthe case

households sample selection probability and case- of business income return on combined inputs of

specific analysis weight labor and business tangible and intangible assets
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These flows do not constitute direct measures of plexity auxiliary data imputations When informa

household assets or wealth holdings However tion on applicable assessment and tax rates can be

through predictive wealth model the tax reports of determined the real estate tax data provide only an

income flows can be capitalized and aggregated to estimate of housing value for itemizers -- not home

form an index of the total underlying net worth of the equity Many home owners no longer have mort

taxpaying unit The predicted values from the wealth gage on their property and many mortgagees do not

model are labeled an index of net worth with the itemize tax deductions Likewise the annual amount

explicit recognition that they constitute relative as of the mortgage payments is poor indicator of home

opposed to absolute estimate of the total net worth of equity unless the starting date of the mortgage is

taxpayer households The index is tool to divide the known Other authors have addressed this problem

SO households into strata representing seven broad through sophisticated procedures for home value and

ranges of household net worth The index must be equity computation Greenwood 1983
correlated with households actual net worth how

ever the correlation need not be perfect since the In developing the wealth model for the stratifica

index is being used to group households into net tion of the SO-based sample the complexities of the

worth ranges not to predict exact net worth of mdi- ancillary home and property equity models were

vidual households In this discussion the equation avoided by simply assigning each tax filing house-

used to compute the index of net worth will be termed hold an estimated median value of home and personal

the wealth model The general form of the wealth property equity for households in its particular AG
model used in the stratification is category The median home and property equity

values for each AG category were initially estimated

from the 1983 SCF data set and adjusted with appro

priate inflators to 1989 levels Table provides the

where wealth model intercept terms for median home and

property equity by AG category

Whi Predicted wealth of tax filing unit

in AG stratum

Table 4.--Wealth Model Intercept Term Esti

Model intercept reflecting assets in the mate of the Median Value of Home
form of housing and personal pro- and Property Equity by AGI Category

perty equity for AG stratum

Model coefficient for income flow 1987 AG Estimate of Median

1..J Category Home and Property Equity

Xj1 Value of income flowj for tax filing
0-99K 16 129

unit
$100K-199K $315558

The intercept temi in the wealth model represents
$200K-999K $617496

the households net worth in the form of equity in their
$1 Million $979736

home personal property and other forms of wealth

which do not generate measurable income flow The remaining terms in the wealth model represent

The SO Tax Model data base provides housing- capitalization of the income flows reported on the

related information in the form of Schedule item- tax return Before summarizing the components of

ized deductions for mortgage interest and real estate this model we turn to an examination of the charac

taxes On first review it seems natural to try to use tenstics of the income flows reported on the 1987 SOl

these two items to predict housing values and/or file the probable relation between these income flows

housing equity directly However effective use of and net worth components and the topic of capitali

this data involves great deal of difficulty and corn- zation rates
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B.2 Wealth Characteristics of U.S Tax taxable interest income which are the flows corre

filing Units sponding to fixed-income assets Similarly the value

of common stock holdings can be predicted from SO
For developing the index of taxpayerwealth from data on dividend income and the value of trusts can

the 1987 so Tax Model data base the key elements be estimated from tax file reports of income from

are dataon income sources particularly interest and trusts With the possible exception of trusts there is

dividend income data from Schedules and reasonably strong relationship between the value of

which report income from noncorporate business the asset and the amount of interest or dividend

partnershipssmallbusinesscorporationstrusts rent income generated by the asset

royalties and farms and data from Schedule

which
reports capital gains The interest and dlvi- Therefore we know from the SO file that house

dend data ar airect rflectiOn Of the fiial hOlds repoit ceftain amOtint df interest iæcóæie arid

wealth of the taxpayer since there must be financial we know from the 1983 Survey of Consumer Fi

asset holdings corresponding to the interest and dlvi- nances data that households in given income class

dendincomeflows FortheScheduleCEorFfllers earn an average rate of return percent on those

there must be business farm real estate or other types of assets with variance VR Updating the

assets correspondingto the income flows reported on 1983 SCF rates of return to 1989 provides starting

Schedules or Schedule data contain direct point in developing an index of total wealth Average

measures of capital assets that have been sold rates of return in the form of dividends from both

publicly traded stock as well as dividends paid by

The development of the wealth index model uses closely held corporations can be estimated using the

data from the 1983 Survey of Consumer Finances 1983 SCF data The variance of the rate return for

which contains extensive and detailed information stocks is larger than for fixed income-yielding assets

on assets and liabilities -- interest-earning assets since the rate of return on stock in the form of the

common stock and mutual funds shares equity in dividend yield islikelyto showmore variance intotal

business or farms equity in real estate investments and those rates of return are also likely to vary more

equity in owned home etc In addition the 1983 systematically as function of income class There

SCF also has extensive data on household charac- fore households withno income reported onSchedules

teristics and income from which relationships be- or are relatively easy to manage in terms of

tween various types of asset holdings and household indexing wealth For those households any financial

characteristics can be estimated assets can be reasonably well estimated by capitalizing

any dividend or interest income reported and esti

In this section of the paper we first examine the mating home and property equity

distribution of the U.S taxpayer population by the

amount of their interest and dividend income which In contrast to interest dividend or trust income

is presumed to reflect the distribution of taxpaying procedures for estimating business or farm net equity

units by their financial wealth We then contrast from SO
reports of business or farm income or

taxpayer households reporting some income on estimates of real estate equity from SO data elements

Schedules or with those taxpayers who relating to rental income are complex and subject to

report no Schedule or income This contrast large errors Not only is the estimation problem

will show that most taxpayers with large amounts of particularly difficult but the amount of assets in-

wealth are likely to file Schedule or volved is very large the 1983 SCF estimates that

closer look at the Schedule or tax filer households net equity in businesses or farms

subclass will identify the Schedule filers as the amounts to about $2 trillion while net equity in real

subclass where there appears to be the greatest con- estate holdings amounts to another $1.5 trillion--a

centration of wealth in the form of nonfinancial combined $3.5 trillion out of the total estimated 1983

assets U.S household net worth of about $10.5 trillion

Beginning in 1987 U.S taxpayers were required Taxpayer reports of income on Schedule busi
to report the total amount of both taxable and non- ness income Schedule rental income pariner
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ship income etc or Schedule fann income are Schedule and those that file Schedule There are

often poor predictors of the value of the correspond- about the same number of Schedule taxpayers as

ing asset There are substantial opportunities here for there art Schedule taxpayers -- almost 13 million

taxpayers to report negative taxable income from for Schedule little less than 14 million for

business real estate or farm investments and those Schedule Many Schedule filers also file Sched

negative income reports clearly do not correspond to ule While both types of taxfiling units have

negative net worth substantially more financial wealth than households

that file neither Schedule nor there is signifi

Analysis of the 1987 So Tax Model file indicates cant difference in the distribution of financial wealth

clearly that the income reports on Schedules between Schedule and Schedule filers For

and are very poor indicators of the return on the example just over 20 percent of Schedule filers

underlying asset For example about 24 percent of
report zero dividend or interest income while only

sample units report negative Schedule income 52 percent of Schedule filers report no income from

percent of the Schedule filers report negative these sources In contrast only about percent of

Schedule income Schedule filers report dividend and interest income

of $50000 or more while over percent of Schedule

Tables and display net Schedule or filers report
interest and dividend income in those

income by the dividend and interest income of the categories In absolute numbers there are substan

taxpayer unit with net Schedule or income
tially more Schedule households who have very

ranging from less than -$100000 to $100000 or large holdings of financial assets in addition to the

more assets underlying their Schedule income flows

About 135000 units filing Schedule report 1987

One observation from Tables 5-6 is clear If net annual dividend and interest income above $50000

Schedule or income is used as classifying while over 400000 units filing Schedule report

variable households withvery high predicted wealth dividend and interest income above $50000 At the

are most likely to be found among taxpayer units otherend of the distribution roughly9 million Sched

reporting large negative net income least prevalent ule filers report dividend and interest income of

among households with either small negative or $1000 or less while only 5.5 million Schedule

positive net income with households reporting large filers report less than $1000 of dividend or interest

positive net income between these two groups The income

reason is obvious It is not possible to have large

negative or income without having very sub- To summarize the characteristics of households

stantial amounts of assets and in most cases the large with large predicted wealth based on the SO data

assets will include not only large business or prop- base majority report some Schedule or

erty assets but large financial assets as well income and the great majority of the wealthiest

households will report some income on Schedule

Arraying taxpayer units by gross income rather The SO estimates show about 570000 units report-

than net income predicted wealth then becomes
ing more than $50000 of dividend or interest

monotonic--large amounts of Schedule or gross income Of these only about 140000 are households

income are associated with large amounts of assets who have no Schedule or income while about

presumably including both the financial assets dis- 135000 have some Schedule income and over

played in the table as well as the business or property 400000 have some Schedule income the last two

assets underlying the Schedule or income For categories are not exclusive since some households

using these data as inputs into the capitalization will file both Schedule and Schedule Thus the

model we have decided to use gross income as the bulk of the problem of assigning households into

income flow to be capitalized particular net worth or wealth stratum resides in

correctly classifying taxpayer units that report some

second point of interest in Tables 5-6 is the income on Schedule The majority of the largest

apparent difference in wealth between units that file
single concentration of wealthy households appears
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to be Schedule filers who report partnership in- kind of portfolio diversification that many wealthy

come as opposed to rental income trust income or individuals might try to achieve But it may not

royalty income follow that the absence of large financial assets for

most Schedule filers is also associated with rela

Although the data from the 1987 so tax model tively modest wealth in the form of business or farm

clearly suggest that the nonfinancial assets associated equity It is certainly possiblethat many households

with Schedule filers is much more important withamanagementinterestinabusinesshavemostof

souree of wealth than the nonfinancial assets associated their total wealth in that form and that their portfolios

with Schedule or filers that conclusion depends are not diversified at all

entirely on the assumption that interest and dividend

income and the financial wealth associated with The 1983 SCF data can be used to explore the

those income flows is good predictor of the exist- relationship between financial assets and holdings of

ence of wealth in the form of real estate assets nonfinancial wealth in the form of business equity

business assets and farm assets One obvious diffi- farms or other real estate

culty is that financial assets may be good predictor

for some types of nonfinancial wealth but not for Based on the 1983 SCF data Table categorizes

others households by the amount of their equity in busi

nesses or farms or the amount of their equity in real

In particular it is plausible that financial assets estate investment holdings and tabulates financial

might well be good index of wealth in the form of asset holdings for households in these net equity

real estate partnerships small business corporation categories The suspicion that large interest and

interests etc simply because these represent the dividend incomes hence financial assets mean

Table 7.-Relationship Between Financial Assets Holdings Business Oership
and Real Estate Investments

Households with Equity in Business No Real Estate Investments File Schedule not

Mean Amount of

Business Equity Mean Amount of Financial Assets

Category Business Equity 000

$50K 213 17.4 362

$50-99K 60 67.0 52.7

$l00-249K 78 144.2 85.6

$250-999K 85 393.3 116.7

$1M or more 70 2035.5 370.8

Total 506 173.9 69.6

Households with Real Estate Investments No Business Equity File Schedule not

Real Estate Mean Amount of Mean Amount of

Investment Real Estate Investment Financial Assets

Category 000 000

$50K 33 316.7 21.9

$50-99K 60 66.3 33.8

$lOO.249K 32 131.5 174.9

$250-999K 35 422.5 207.1

$1M or more 71 655.3 1409.4

Total 467 77.1 43.0

Source 1983 Survey of Consumer Finances
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somewhat different things for Schedule and Sched- associated income flow In brief households who fail

ule ifiers is borne out by these data While house- to report income from assets have smaller average

holds with large real estate investments also have asset holdings The net result is that the great bulk of

very large financial investments suggesting portfo- total assets are held by households who also report an

lb diversification that is less true for households associated income flow

with large amounts of business equity Consequently

Schedule and ifiers who own businesses and Interestingly this general relationship holds for

farms present particular problem in the indexing of the first four panels in Table nontaxable financial

wealth based on taxable income flows assets taxable interest-yielding assets taxable com
mon stock and equity in rental property and trust

B.3 Capitalization Rates but does not appear to hold for households reporting

equity in business assets Here while it is still true

Data fromthe 1983 Survey of ConsumerFinances that the great bulk of assets are held by households

can be used to examine the capitalization rate for who report both asset amounts and income flows

taxable and interest-earning assets as well as taxable there is no income pattern at all to this relationship

dividends and to estimate capitalization rates for --just about the same weighted proportion of house-

business or rental income holds reportholdingboth assets and having income as

report just owning the assets The category that

The basic data from the 1983 SCF that bear on comes closest to having asimilarpattemi.e weak

these issues are displayed below in Table Here we income relationship seems to be holdings of taxable

show the income reported on the SCF from particular common stock where well over half of all income

types of assets the amount of such assets for house- groups report both the asset and the income

holds who report both owning the asset and receiving

some income and the amount of assets for house-

holds who report owning the asset but fail to report The data in Table reflect in part the failure of

any income Data are shown for five types of assets households who actually own assets to report in-

--taxable interest income taxable dividends nontax- come That appears to be more common when the

able financial assets business income and income income flows arevery small taxableinterest-yielding

from rentals and trusts The data are displayed by asset flows or when the income flows are not easily

1983 SCF income class and average rates of return by observed--nontaxable financial assets where house

income class are computed for households reporting holds did not in 1983 receive tax fonns from finan

both ownership of the asset and receipt of an income cial institutions But that pattern may also reflect

flow timing differences between asset holdings and in

come flows The assets were reported as of the date

number of characteristics of the basic data of the 1983 SCR which was conducted in the Spring

should be noted While many households report of 1983 But the income flows are for the calendar

having an asset but not receiving any associated year 1982 Hence there must be some households

income flow most assets have income flows associ- who owned assets in 1983 but did not own them

ated with them That shows up in terms of two types during calendar year 1982 hence had no income to

of relationships in the data First households report- report Similarly there are households in the survey

ing both income and assets are much larger fraction who reported income but no assets presumably re

of households reporting ownership of the asset as we flecting assets owned in 1982 when the income was

go up the income scale -- that is larger weighted received but no longer owned in 1983 when the

proportion of households report both income and survey was conducted

assets than report just the asset at higher income

levels Second the mean amount of assets owned by Table also contains data on mean rates of return

households who report both assets and income is which can in principle be used to estimate capitaliza

much larger than the mean amount of assets held by tion rates for the various types of assets These data

households who report the asset but do not report an are generally consistent with the rates of return that
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were observable in 1982 Nontaxable financial assets In terms of specific capitalization factors and model

have substantially lower rates of return than taxable coefficients the first three items in Table taxable

interest-yielding assets and taxable common stock interest nontaxable interest and dividends are

shows lower dividend yield than the interest return rounded approximations to prevailing market rates of

on fixed-yield assets There appears to be an income return on these kinds of assets The gross property

pattern to the results--rates of return generally seem to income capitalization factor is substantially larger

be lower for the higher income categories although than the rate of return shown by the 1983 SCF data

that is not universally true There may in addition be but it is not at all clear what respondents to the 1983

an age effect SCF had in mind when reporting rental or property

income The factor actually used represents the best

For the difficult-to-value assets equity in rental judgment of experts in that area For business and

property and in business the estimated rates of farm income we used capitalization factor much

return are much more difficult to interpret For rental like the average yielded by the SCF comparison of

property the estimated rates of return are quite low business income with business assets Here the fact

which may be realistic if one is thinking of nominal that business income is probably contaminated by the

rates of return and not total return including capital
inclusion of certain amount of labor income is

gains For business equity rates of return are ex- irrelevant since the only issue here is to compute

tremely high which may reflect some contamination realistic value of business equity from reported

of the income from business assets with wage-and- income The capitalization factor for partnership

salazy income for the owner of the business In both and estate trusts is again based on the judgment of

cases -- equity in rental property and equity in busi- knowledgeable experts

ness -- rates of return appear to decline with income

level Tax reports of long-tenn capital gains posed an

interesting problem Clearly the report of long-

8.4 Estimating the Wealth Model term gain indicates the presence of assets whose

combined value equals or exceeds the amount of the

The capitalization equation actually used to assign reported gain If the reported gains originate prima-

an index of net worth to each SO data base taxpayer rily with the sale of stock then it is possible that the

is shown in Table The parameter values in the valueoftheunderlyingassetmayalreadybecaptured

wealth model axe assigned on the basis of information by the capitalization of dividend income assuming

derived partly from the structure of the 1983 Survey the proceeds were immediately reinvested simple

of Consumer Finances partly from current market test of the degree of association between taxpayer

rates of return partly from the judgments of financial annual dividend income and tax reports of long-term

and tax experts capital gains found the relationship to be insignifi

____________________________________ cant although that might be because the proceeds

Table 9.--The Wealth Model Coefficients for were reinvested but not in stock In any event we

Income Flows decided to simply add the total amounts of long-term

Income Flow Capitali- Model capital gains to the wealth model estimate of total net

Factor zation Coefficient
worth without attempting compensatory adjustment

Factor
of the capitalization applied to reported dividends or

other income flows
Intercept term --

Taxable interest .10 10

Nontaxable interest .07 14.28 Using the simple capitalization equation defined

Dividends .05 20 in Table the net worth index was computed for

Gross rental income .10 10 each taxpayer household in the SO sample frame If

Gross business and the index of networth foreachSOl database element

farm income .15 6.66 is assigned the correct sample selection weight the

Partnership estate trust .15 6.66 simple expansion estimate of total 1987 U.S house-

Long-term capital gains 1.XJ hold net worth is 10.2 trillion dollars -- slightly less

than the 1983 SCF estimate of 10.5 trillion dollars-
See Table

suggesting that the capitalization rates are bit low
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There are also some wealth elements not represented
The next step in the stratification process for the

at all by any of the flows from the tax file The true
SOl-based sample component was to develop more

1989 wealth total is probably lot higher than the detailed stratification of the SO tax filers based on

estimate of 10.2 trillion and the difference is prob- the value of their total net worth index The outcome

ably too large to be accounted for by omitted items of this step is summarized in Table 10 Seven net

worth substrata of SO frame elements have been

Figure plots the total population cumulative explicitly defined The seventh net worth stratum

distribution of the predicted net worth values which labeled 3D contains SO frame elements whose net

resulted from the application of the model to the 1987 worth index exceeds $250000000 dollars roughly

SO Tax Model data base Again there is general equal to the Forbes 400 list cutoff In

consistency with the 1983 SCF although the simple developing the sample for the 1989 SCF these ex
wealth model assigns 78% of U.S taxpayers to the tremely wealthy households were excluded from the

lOOK net worth category -- probably too many sample selection and the survey data collection The

The 1983 SCF estimate was 76% of households with choice of boundary values for defining the six re

4100K net worth maining non-censored net worth strata is based on an

___________
Figure

Ernpiricd Distribution Function of Predicted HousehokJ Net Worth
Totd Popdcition of U.S Househoks____

60-
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Table 1O.--SOI-based Sample Stratification New Worth Dimension

1989 SCF Sample SOl-based SampleDesign

General Primary Strata

Net Worth Strata

General SOl-based Sample

Design Net Worth Sample Primary Net Worth Allocation to

Stratum Range Stratum Range Primary Strata

$0-$99K $0-$99K 75

$100K-$999K 2A $100K-$499K 125

2B $500K-$999K 225

$1 Million 3A $1M-$2.49M 191

3B $2.5M-$9.99M 128

3C $10.OM-$250M 107

3D $250M Censored

application of the optimal stratification guidelines correlations can be considerably lower See Table

proposed by Dalenius and Hodges 1959 The pro- 12 The value of using AG level as secondary

posed sample allocation to each of the six explicit net stratilier is that while household AG maynot be very

worth strata was performed in accordance with stan- highly correlated with total net worth there is good

dard procedure for Neyman optimal allocation of evidence from the 1983 SCF and other data sources

the sample based on the stratum sizes and the van- that AG level does influence the particular choices

ances of the predicted net worth values within each of of investments and assets which contribute to house-

the six strata Cochran 1977 Figure II illustrates hold wealth Thus secondary stratification by AG
cumulative distributions of the net worth index val- level is important for improving the precision of

ues for cases assigned to the six net worth strata analysis of the composition of households wealth

B.5 Secondary Stratification by AG Level Likewise from analysis of the 1983 SCF net

and Business/Non-business Status worth characteristics of households with significant

amounts of business or farm income are known to

The secondary dimension of the 1989 SCF strati

fication plan for the SO-based sample was con- differ from those ofnon-business households The

structedthroughacollapsingoftheoriginal 1987S01 original strata definitions used in the 1987 SO Tax

strata to form eight combined strata -- four business Model reflect the business/non-business status of tax

and four non-business -- which represent varying filing households and this basic distinction is main-

levels of adjusted gross income Table 11 below tamed in the combinations of SO strata which have

summarizes the general definitions of these eight been used in the selection of the 1989 SCF sample

secondary strata

Figure III presents the empirical distributions of

For the general study of household assets and the predicted net worth values within each of the

wealth household AG is not in and of itself eight secondary strata of SO Tax Model dc
complete stratifier the 1983 SCF the correlation ments As the figure indicates secondary AG-
of household AG and Net Worth was estimated at based stratum can span more than one primary net

r.50 however for restricted ranges of AGI the worth stratum the final selection of the stratified
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Table 11.--1989 Survey of Consumer Finances

Secondary Stratification of the SOl-based Sample

by Adjusted Gross Income and Business/Non-Business Status

1989 SCF Approximate

Secondary Status AG Range

Stratum

11 Non-Busines/Non-Faim $0-$99999

12 Non-Business/Non-Farm 100K-$199K

13 Non-Business/Non-Farm $200K-$999K

14 Non-Business/Non-Farm $1M and higher

21 Business and Farm $0-99999

22 Business and Farm $100K-$199K

23 Business and Farm $200K-$999K

24 Business and Farm $1M and higher

Table 12.--Estimated Correlation Between Adjusted Gross Income AG and Major

Income Variables and Net Worth

Adjusted Gross Income

1983 SCF

Total Area 1983 SCF High Income Categories

Variable Sample Sample

n4103
lOOK Total 100-199K 200-499K 500K

_______________
n3632 n471 n182 n190 n99

Wages and Salary .4552 .7221 .2214 .2730 .1930 .0099

Profession Business .4546 .3758 .2801 .1575 .085 .0450

Nontaxable Interest .4934 .2278 .3970 .0676 .1465 .2791

Taxable Interest .6123 .3217 .5394 .0588 .0785 .3882

Dividends .4884 .2321 .3657 .0940 .2261 .0059

Interest on Bonds .6520 .2107 .6653 .0093 .1029 .6758

Rent and Trusts .4796 .1704 .4724 .0650 .1330 .3889

Net Worth .4997 .1802 .4007 .0908 .1665 .3036

estimates unweighted from the 1983 Survey of Consumer Finances
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Figure II

Empirical Distribution of Predicted Net Worth

Within PrimaiyStrata
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Figure lii

Cumulative Distribution of Predicted Net Worth

Within Secondary Sample Design Strata
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random sample of SO taxpayer elements for the poststratification controls in the development of the

1989 SCF specific sample allocations were made to case weights required for descriptive analysis of the

each primary stratum see Table 10 Within 1989 SCF data set For example Higgins and Fay

primary net worth stratum the sample selections 1988 report significant improvements in the preci

were pennitted to distribute proportionately across sion of Survey of Income and Program Participation

the AGI/BusinessNon-business secondary strata SIPP estimates of household income characteristics

when estimates of total numbers of households by

VI Summary AG category from the Internal Revenue Service

IRS Individual Master File are incorporated into

VI Implications of the 1989 SCF Design the poststratiflcation weight For the 1989 SCF the

for Data Analysts poststratification uses of the SO Tax Model esti

mates-could-be extended-beyond-simple controls by

The 1989 SCF dual-frame probability sample
AG category to include controls on total numbers of

design that has been described in the preceding
households with selected earnings and asset charac

sections is fully compatible with sample-based or
teristics such as the existence and general amounts of

design-based methods of estimation and inference
business or property income the presence or absence

addition the structure of the sample design through
of dividend income etc

stratification and disproportionate allocation should

provide econometricians and other model-based VI Relationship of the 1989 SCF to Other

analysts with data set that is efficient and robust for Programs of Wealth Estimation

their purposes

The 1989 SCF is one of several ongoing programs

As described in the preceding section the 1987 of research on the distribution and characteristics of

Statistics of Income Tax Model data base has an wealth in the U.S population While there are high

essential role in the design stage
of the 1989 SCF expectations for the 1989 SCF data product itself the

Aggregate data from the SO program will also greatest long term benefit of the survey may be

contribute to the estimation and analysis phase of the realized when the information that it provides is

survey but the part that it will be allowed to play will integrated with and supplemented by data and results

be somewhat restricted in order to guarantee the from these other research programs Even though

individual respondents right to privacy and nondis- exact match linkages of the 1989 SCF and SO Tax

closure of their tax data By the terms of the Model data bases are not possibility it is very

research agreement between the Survey Research likely that parallel aggregate level analyses of these

Center and the federal government sponsors of the two data sources will yield an improved income

1989 SCF neither party will perform an exact flow capitalization model for the SO Tax Model

match of household survey responses to tax data data

from the SO Tax Model data base Furthermore

selective top coding and other protective procedures Age specific analysis of the 1989 SCF data on the

will be applied to the public release versions of the net worth of households may provide new insights for

final data set to guarantee that the identity of survey strengthening the estate multiplier program of wealth

households is protected against disclosure estimation McCubbin 1987 Conversely the tre

mendous data resources of the estate multiplier pro-

Although an exact micro-level linkage of the gram and the ntergenerational Wealth Study Medve

survey responses and Tax Model data is precluded 1987 can be used in confirming or refining the

there are several ways in which the aggregate level survey-based and capitalization models used in the

data from the Statistics of Income data bases can be other programs

incorporated into the 1989 SCF analysis without

risk of disclosure or breach of the confidentiality Integrated approaches which combine both survey

promise made to the individual survey participants
data and other wealth-estimation methods are not

Aggregate level statistics can be computed from the necessarily new precedent is found in important

SO Tax Model data base and employed as work by Greenwood 1983 Working with special
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merged file of Current Population Survey CPS and cooperation on the part of sampled individuals while

federal income tax return data Greenwood used in- at the same time guaranteeing the right of privacy and

come-capitalization methods to estimate the total minimizing the inconvenience for individuals who

value of each sample households assets in the form of choose not to participate

interest-bearing debts instruments and corporate stock

Separately estate tax data were used to model the For SO frame respondents who consented to

regression relationshipbetweenholdings of these two participate in the study all other survey procedures

classes of financial assets and total reported financial including interviewer contact and questionnaire ma-

and non-financial net worth of the deceased This terials were identical to those used in the area prob

predictive regression model was then applied to each ability component of the sample design

household in the special CPS sample to estimate total

net worth as function of the households capitalized BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Regression analysis on the 1983 SCF data mdi- cause the rich want capital gains and not divi

cates that there is both an asset amount effect dends

and an income effect but no significant age

effect In general rates of return are higher for The Forbes 400 is list of the presumed 400

larger asset amounts lower for higher income wealthiest individuals in the U.S The list is

categories Since the two are positively corre- published annually by Forbes Magazine

lated the net effects are roughly the sum of the

coefficients It appears that fixed-income 28 Business is defined as taxpayer units who

yields on balance rise with income while divi- report 1987 income from personal business

dend yields fall with income presumably be- Schedule or farming operation Schedule
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